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  Very idea provoking. I like what sort of author uses descriptive comparisons to help his visitors
understand the important points he's portraying. Want to discover your inner "wow"? Desire to
"redesign yourself"? Waiting around with great anticipation.! The author confirms this. I
recommend this book and anticipate more internal beauty books by Michael Zumwalt. Beauty
redefined! A wonderful new novel way for females to see themselves--and it was written from a
male perspective. It opens a fresh door in the world of beauty! Every female who reads this will
find a new or at least renewed internal beauty! Five Stars Fun read! Fun! Loved what I was able to
read.. What a fun browse! Refreshing and makes you would like to know all of those other story!
Loved the personal stories and lighthearted tone! Great author. You will love this! I've constantly
believed what makes persons attractive is their self-confidence.Discovering The Real Beauty in a
Person What a new way to think about our inner beauty and authentic selves! You will have to
read this amazing beauty book that has nothing to do with cosmetics or fashion to understand
the answers in such a fun, sensible way! I love what I've read up to now and am waiting around
patiently for another installment. I am intrigued by the thought process which has already
started in my mind about beauty being a method we carry ourselves and how others find us
unique of we discover ourselves. We can all use a little overhaul and boost every once in awhile
and I believe Mr. Zumwalt will give us a big healthy dose of both. Thoughts of the past become
reality!. It was interesting reading approximately the whole idea of beauty coming from a man's
perspective. Can't wait around to learn the entire book!
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